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PSS 01: Petroleum Systems of the Deep Water Gulf of Mexico Basin and North 
Caribbean Margin - insights from the Deep Sea Drilling Program 
 
Introduction 
 
Deep Sea Drilling Program (DSDP) wells in Legs 1 and 77 were drilled in the deep-water Gulf of Mexico (GoM) Mega-Basin 
long before commercial deep-water drilling began. Now, with deep-water exploration pushing into the extreme southern US 
waters, the upcoming deep-water exploration round in Mexico, and interest in the North Caribbean Margin and its conjugate in 
northern South America, the value of information from these wells has never been greater. This report - with its associated 
Basin-Processed Data compilation BPD 01 - documents interpretation of publically available data from the DSDP wells and 
from relevant areas within the wider study area, as shown below. 
 

 
Base map etopo1 from NOAA  
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Source Potential 
Exploration in the onshore & shallow water US GoM had discovered source-rock bearing rafts associated with salt bodies, but 
the Leg 77 wells in the Straits of Florida in 1984 were the first in the basin to investigate in-situ potential source rocks in deep-
water facies. The presence of potential source rocks younger than the age of the oceanic crust is an important exploration risk 
in parts of the central basin, where sea-floor spreading has created a ‘donut hole’ in the distribution of the Upper Jurassic. 
 

 
 
The Study interprets over 1100 rock samples within a preliminary version of t!Ps’ framework of source rock depositional 
Acmes. This facilitates comparison with the closest working petroleum systems in South Florida, Mexico’s Sureste Basin, and 
the North Caribbean margin in Cuba. We estimate the Ultimate Expellable Potential (UEP) of each of five Acmes. 
 
Charge Access 
The Leg 1 Site 2 well was in fact the first deep-water oil discovery in the GoM Mega-Basin, recovering oil and gas samples 
from the cap rock reservoir above an allochthonous salt body north of the Campeche escarpment. The Leg 77 Site 535 well 
encountered solid petroleums from bitumen dyke intrusion and, more importantly, shows of migrated fluid phase petroleum, in 
lower Cretaceous carbonates at shallow depths of burial.  
 
To understand the origin and significance of these petroleums the Study interprets their geochemistry, comparing them with 
source rocks and petroleums from adjacent Petroleum Systems. It reconstructs the burial / thermal history in the Leg 77 area, 
including the effect of Cuban compression followed by late Cenozoic erosion of the flexural uplift on which the wells sit. 
 
The DSDP wells demonstrate the presence of multiple potential and effective deep-water GoM source rocks and Petroleum 
Systems that impact exploration plays in the deep-water areas of the US/Mexico GoM and the North Caribbean margin. 
 


